
Common Teaching Unit plan
(structure and contents)

Name of school IPSAA BELLINI/IIS B. Munari ITALY

Theme of the lesson THANKSGIVING: THE FESTIVITY AND ITS RELATED FOOD

Pupils’  age range
17  

Timeline 6 hours in November (The week before Thanksgiving) + time spent at home

Objectives

1. Getting to know one of the most popular American festivities: culture, history, 
vocabulary

2. Learning about the popular recipes made for the occasion: Stuffed turkey, 
sweet potato soufflé,  cranberry sauce, pumpkin pie...

3. Comparing American and Italian Thanksgiving

Methods
Part  I

1. The teacher will introduce the objectives to the students telling them that the
approach used will be that of the FLIPPED CLASSROOM (that is not new to 
the students).

2. The topic will be introduced through a spidergram  on the blackboard to 
brainstorm the words connected to the festival

3.The students will watch a video at home :
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IP-APn__JT0  and eventually answer to 
some multiple choice questions.

4. In class the students, divided into small groups, will discuss about the video 
guided by the teacher’s “activity sheet”. The “activity sheet” includes 
questions to “dig deeper” into some of the facts hinted at in the video about 
the history of native Americans, the Pilgrim Fathers, the food prepared during
the first Thanksgiving banquet.  The teacher will help them to solve their 
doubts.

Part  II

1. The groups will be assigned tasks: 
 _ Group A will have to create a quiz about the festival using the APP: WHO 
WANTS TO BE A MILLIONNAIRE .
_ Group B will have to create a menu using the APP: CANVA which enables to 
create menus, leaflets, brochures
_ Group C will use the APP: COOKPAD to invent and create the recipes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IP-APn__JT0


suggested in the menu created by group B. 
_ Group D will use the  APP: COOKPAD to create recipes for Thanksgiving 
suitable for diabetics

Materials 

Used App

Computers, interactive boards, smartphones and tablets

WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONNAIRE, CANVA, COOKPAD

Assessment
The evaluation will be based on their creativity, use of the new vocabulary, interaction 
with the other groups in order to solve the problems hinted at by the teacher.
Oral test about the festivity.

Remarks

The teacher will coordinate the students in every step of their activity and will choose 
the video and prepare the “activity sheet”. 
The students will be supported during their working in team, they will also have the 
possibility to use apps and software tools in a critical way.


